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Bill to Grant “Be The Change Day”
Special Events Status and Funding

Whereas, the Association of Indians at Rutgers will be participating in the annual National Be The Change Day, formerly known as the National Gandhi Day of Service, on October 7th, 2006; and

Whereas, Be The Change Day is a national community service effort in which organizations coordinate volunteer projects across the country to commemorate the “hopes and dreams of Mahatma Gandhi;” and

Whereas, AIR needs financial assistance for the opening Speakers Day event, which aims to bolster community service and volunteerism in the Rutgers community; and

Whereas, this event meets all of the prescribed requirements in gaining Special Events status as set by the RCGA standing rules; therefore

Be it Hereby Enacted that the Rutgers College Governing Association grants Special Events Status to Be The Change Day; and

Be it Further Enacted that the Rutgers College Governing Association allocates $6,000 to the Association of Indians at Rutgers (AIR) to use toward Be The Change Day.